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I created these quick final consonant homework pages originally to go with my Minimal 
Pairs Match up books. I had a request to offer them separately (so here they are!)  

Includes pages for: final p, b, t, d, m, n, k, g, mixed p/t, mixed b/d. (I typically do not target 
final voiced stops but I included them because of requests).  

These are great because the instructions are easy to follow for parents. They have my end 
sound helper cue at the bottom of each page. The students can color the pictures if they 
want as they practice. I sometimes color the circle red on the end sound helper to 
emphasize the final sound even more.  

To use: Have the student say each word using their good end sounds. Use the sound helper 
at the bottom of the page to emphasize the end sound. Have the student place their finger 
on the start sign when they start to say the word. Have them slide their finger down the line 
and tap the box at the end to emphasize the final consonant. 

Final Consonants Homework

Check out my 
comprehensive pack 
for final consonants 

that uses the 
minimal pairs 

approach. 
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Instructions: Have the student say each word using their good end sounds. Use the sound helper at the bottom of 
the page to emphasize the end sound. Have the student place their finger on the start sign when they start to say 
the word. Have them slide their finger down the line and tap the box at the end to emphasize the final consonant. 

Final Consonants Homework

soap mop map cup hop zip

Final p
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Instructions: Have the student say each word using their good end sounds. Use the sound helper at the bottom of 
the page to emphasize the end sound. Have the student place their finger on the start sign when they start to say 
the word. Have them slide their finger down the line and tap the box at the end to emphasize the final consonant. 

Final Consonants Homework

web crab bib tub sub sob

Final b
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Instructions: Have the student say each word using their good end sounds. Use the sound helper at the bottom of 
the page to emphasize the end sound. Have the student place their finger on the start sign when they start to say 
the word. Have them slide their finger down the line and tap the box at the end to emphasize the final consonant. 

Final Consonants Homework

foot pot net hat cat bat

Final t
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Instructions: Have the student say each word using their good end sounds. Use the sound helper at the bottom of 
the page to emphasize the end sound. Have the student place their finger on the start sign when they start to say 
the word. Have them slide their finger down the line and tap the box at the end to emphasize the final consonant. 

Final Consonants Homework

dad weed mud lid bed mad

Final d
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Instructions: Have the student say each word using their good end sounds. Use the sound helper at the bottom of 
the page to emphasize the end sound. Have the student place their finger on the start sign when they start to say 
the word. Have them slide their finger down the line and tap the box at the end to emphasize the final consonant. 

Final Consonants Homework

ham jam game time lime gum

Final m
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Instructions: Have the student say each word using their good end sounds. Use the sound helper at the bottom of 
the page to emphasize the end sound. Have the student place their finger on the start sign when they start to say 
the word. Have them slide their finger down the line and tap the box at the end to emphasize the final consonant. 

Final Consonants Homework

moon bone sun pen pan man

Final n
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Instructions: Have the student say each word using their good end sounds. Use the sound helper at the bottom of 
the page to emphasize the end sound. Have the student place their finger on the start sign when they start to say 
the word. Have them slide their finger down the line and tap the box at the end to emphasize the final consonant. 

Final Consonants Homework

sock rake milk lock duck hook

Final k
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Instructions: Have the student say each word using their good end sounds. Use the sound helper at the bottom of 
the page to emphasize the end sound. Have the student place their finger on the start sign when they start to say 
the word. Have them slide their finger down the line and tap the box at the end to emphasize the final consonant. 

Final Consonants Homework

mug egg bug dog pig bag

Final g
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Instructions: Have the student say each word using their good end sounds. Use the sound helper at the bottom of 
the page to emphasize the end sound. Have the student place their finger on the start sign when they start to say 
the word. Have them slide their finger down the line and tap the box at the end to emphasize the final consonant. 

Final Consonants Homework

bus juice ice house dice dress

Final s
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Instructions: Have the student say each word using their good end sounds. Use the sound helper at the bottom of 
the page to emphasize the end sound. Have the student place their finger on the start sign when they start to say 
the word. Have them slide their finger down the line and tap the box at the end to emphasize the final consonant. 

Final Consonants Homework

soap foot map cup cat pot

Mixed final p/t
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Instructions: Have the student say each word using their good end sounds. Use the sound helper at the bottom of 
the page to emphasize the end sound. Have the student place their finger on the start sign when they start to say 
the word. Have them slide their finger down the line and tap the box at the end to emphasize the final consonant. 

Final Consonants Homework

tub weed crab mud web bed

Mixed final b/d



Artwork by: 
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Zip-a-dee-doo-dah-Designs 
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Krista-Wallden 
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Rebeccab-Designs 

You may also like my vehicle sorting mats that go with 
transportation counters

Also available in an early articulation sounds set 
search “vehicle” in my TPT store- shoppandaspeech.com



Paid Product: This is a single user license ONLY. DO NOT share, copy, email, 
save to a shared drive, or redistribute this file in any way. If you wish to 
share with a colleague, please purchase an additional license or direct them to 
my TPT store. 
Free Product: Single user download ONLY! Please direct others to my store if 
you want to share!  
*You may not copy any part of this document (content, layout, format, idea, 
design) and reproduce it or create a similar product using my idea. All rights 
reserved to Mandi SLP of Panda Speech, LLC. This original activity was 
imagined and created by Amanda Schaumburg, all rights reserved. 
                              PLEASE RESPECT COPYRIGHT LAWS!!

Visit www.pandaspeechtherapy.com for more tips and resources!  Click below to 
follow me on Social Media! Have questions? email me pandaspeech@gmail.com 

Check out my 
best sellers!
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